Abasic sites are common DNA lesions, which are strong blocks to replicative polymerases and are potentially mutagenic when bypassed. We report here the 2.8 Å structure of the bacteriophage RB69 replicative DNA polymerase attempting to process an abasic site analog. Four different complexes were captured in the crystal asymmetric unit: two have DNA in the polymerase active site whereas the other two molecules are in the exonuclease mode. When compared to complexes with undamaged DNA, the DNA surrounding the abasic site reveals distinct changes suggesting why the lesion is so poorly bypassed: the DNA in the polymerase active site has not translocated and is therefore stalled, precluding extension. All four molecules exhibit conformations that differ from the previously published structures. The polymerase incorporates dAMP across the lesion under crystallization conditions, indicating that the different conformations observed in the crystal may be part of the active site switching reaction pathway.
Introduction
Abasic sites are the most frequent DNA lesion encountered by cells; roughly 10 000 are formed per human cell per day (Lindahl, 1993) . These sites of base loss primarily arise through depurination, although they are also produced by hydroxyl radical attack on the sugar residue releasing the free base (Breen and Murphy, 1995) . Sites of base loss are also intermediates in the base excision repair process initiated by monofunctional DNA glycosylases (Wallace, 1997) . The interaction between abasic sites and DNA polymerases has been studied for some time both in vitro and in cells (for reviews, see Loeb and Preston, 1986; Evans et al, 1993; Hatahet and Wallace, 1997) . In general, abasic sites are strong blocks to in vitro DNA synthesis, and in the presence of proofreading termination sites are observed one base prior to the site of base loss. Both replicative and repair polymerases are blocked at abasic sites, and sequence context (Hatahet et al, 1999) and processivity (Shibutani et al, 1997) have been shown to affect the extent of bypass synthesis. In keeping with the in vitro studies, abasic sites are lethal in vivo when introduced specifically into biologically active DNAs (Schaaper and Loeb, 1981; Evans et al, 1993) . When abasic sites are bypassed in vitro or in vivo, A is preferentially inserted followed by G or T, depending on the sequence context and the polymerase used, thus resulting in mutations (Loeb and Preston, 1986) . Even the DNA polymerases of the Y family, whose purpose is to bypass DNA damage, are assisted by polymerase accessory proteins or additional polymerases to bypass efficiently sites of base loss (for reviews, see Sutton and Walker, 2001; Prakash and Prakash, 2002; Yang, 2003) .
DNA polymerases are found in several distinct families and are generally classified as replicative or repair polymerases. Several structures of replicative DNA polymerases have recently been solved, including those in family B from bacteriophage RB69 (Wang et al, 1997; Shamoo and Steitz, 1999; Franklin et al, 2001) , and from several archaeal organisms (Hopfner et al, 1999; Zhao et al, 1999; Rodriguez et al, 2000; Hashimoto et al, 2001) . The structure of a family A replicative polymerase, T7 DNA polymerase, is also known (Doublié et al, 1998) . Structures of a number of repair polymerases of the A, X and Y families have been solved as apoenzymes or in complex with undamaged DNA (for reviews, see Brautigam and Steitz, 1998; Patel and Loeb, 2001; Goodman, 2002; Yang, 2003) . DNA polymerases share a common architecture resembling a cupped right hand (Steitz, 1993) where the thumb associates with the minor groove of duplex DNA, the palm contains the conserved carboxylate residues involved in catalysis of the nucleotidyl transfer reaction (Delarue et al, 1990) , and conserved residues in the fingers domain bind the incoming nucleotide (Brautigam and Steitz, 1998; Kunkel and Bebenek, 2000; Beard and Wilson, 2003 ). An open-closed model has been proposed in which binding of a dNTP to the fingers domain in the open form leads to a conformational change where, upon closure of the fingers toward the palm, the incipient nucleotide and template base fit tightly into a compact binding pocket within the polymerase active site (Sawaya et al, 1997; Doublié et al, 1999; Steitz, 1999) .
To date, there are only two crystal structures of DNA polymerases bound to lesion-containing DNA. The structure of DNA polymerase b has been solved as a ternary complex with DNA containing an oxidative lesion, 8-oxoguanine, and dCTP (Krahn et al, 2003) , whereas Dpo4 was crystallized in complex with a cis-syn thymine dimer (Ling et al, 2001 (Ling et al, , 2003 . In order to elucidate the lesion/polymerase interactions that make abasic sites such strong replication blocks in polymerases of other families, we set out to solve the structure of a replicative DNA polymerase in the presence of a primer/template DNA containing tetrahydrofuran (furan, or F), a stable abasic site analog. We chose RB69 gp43, a replicative DNA polymerase from the B family, and a close relative of T4 DNA polymerase, because of the wealth of biochemical and structural information available for this polymerase. Three RB69 gp43 structures have been reported including the apoenzyme (apo; Wang et al, 1997) , and liganded structures with DNA in the polymerase active site (pol; Franklin et al, 2001) or in the exonuclease active site (exo; Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) . Thus, once we determined the structure of RB69 gp43 in complex with DNA containing an abasic site, we would be able to compare it to the available open (apo and exo) and closed (pol) structures.
In the work presented here, we show that the asymmetric unit of the RB69 gp43 crystals in complex with abasic sitecontaining DNA contains no fewer than four different polymerase molecules: two have DNA in the polymerase active site (Pol1, Pol2), and in one the DNA is located in the exonuclease active site (Exo1). In the fourth molecule (Exo2), where the DNA is not visible in either active site, the polymerase conformation is globally similar to that of Exo1. The DNA polymerase is active and can incorporate dAMP across from furan under crystallization conditions, suggesting that the observed complexes are part of the reaction pathway between polymerase and exonuclease active sites. Comparison with the previously solved structures of RB69 gp43 revealed that the polymerase was captured in at least three new conformations, which are clearly distinct from the reported open (apo; Wang et al, 1997; exo; Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) and closed conformations (pol; Franklin et al, 2001) . In addition, when compared to complexes with undamaged DNA, the DNA around the abasic site reveals distinct conformational changes, suggesting why this lesion is so poorly bypassed.
Results and discussion
Primer extension T4 DNA polymerase is known to incorporate preferentially dAMP opposite abasic sites (Goodman et al, 1993; Hatahet et al, 1999; Berdis, 2001) . NMR structures of nucleosides opposite tetrahydrofuran have shown that dAMP is stacked in an intrahelical conformation whereas dGMP can exist in both intra-and extrahelical conformations. Pyrimidines, on the other hand, stack poorly and are extrahelical (Cuniasse et al, 1987 (Cuniasse et al, , 1990 . This observation was confirmed in our primer extension assay with RB69 gp43 and furancontaining DNA. All four nucleotides were tested individually under identical reaction conditions. RB69 gp43 incorporated dAMP preferentially opposite the abasic site ( Figure 1A ) and, to a lesser extent, dGMP. Incorporation of the pyrimidines, as well as dideoxy-ATP, was undetectable in our assay.
Crystallization and structure determination
We have succeeded in crystallizing full-length exonucleasedeficient RB69 gp43 in the presence of furan-containing DNA, dATP and Mg 2 þ , its natural metal cofactor. Under our crystallization conditions, dAMP was incorporated across from the furan ( Figure 1B ) and the primer DNA was not extended past the lesion, resulting in a binary complex, which was expected À is able to extend a primer by incorporating dAMP, and to a lesser extent dGMP, opposite an abasic site. No measurable incorporation of the pyrimidines was detected nor was incorporation of ddATP. (B) dATP is incorporated by RB69 gp43 exo À under crystallization conditions. The primer has been extended by one base and there is no evidence of residual exonuclease activity (lane 1: dissolved crystal; lane 2: template; lane 3: primer). (C) Molecule with DNA in the polymerase active site (Pol1). An F o -F c map (blue) calculated with DNA omitted and contoured to 3s and an F o -F c simulated annealing omit map (green) with a 10 Å sphere omitted around the abasic site and contoured to 3.5s are superimposed on the protein model. The red surfaces represent peaks in the anomalous difference Fourier map calculated from the brominated DNA data contoured at 5s. The primer strand is shown in magenta and the abasic site in red. (D) Molecule with DNA in the exonuclease active site (Exo1). All maps are as those in (C) with the exception that the simulated annealing omit maps were calculated with a 10 Å sphere omitted around both the 3 0 end of the primer and the 5 0 end of the template. Note that the 5 0 end of the template becomes disordered once it disassociates from the primer, and thus the furan is not visible in this structure nor is the 5 0 single-stranded template. The DNA sequence used in co-crystallization is described in Materials and methods.
based on solution studies using T4 DNA polymerase (Takeshita et al, 1987; Hatahet et al, 1999; Berdis, 2001) . We note that the DNA did not translocate after dAMP incorporation and thus there is no room to accommodate an incoming nucleotide triphosphate. In fact, our attempts to crystallize the polymerase with furan-containing DNA, dATP and the next nucleotide to be incorporated (dCTP) have failed. The binary complex crystals belong to a monoclinic space group (P2 1 ) with four molecules per asymmetric unit. Data sets were collected on several derivatized crystals, including crystals grown with brominated DNA or the selenomethionyl protein variant and heavy atom-soaked crystals. The structure was solved at 2.8 Å resolution using a combination of molecular replacement and multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD) methods (see Materials and methods). The model is currently refined to a free R factor ¼ 29.1% and a crystallographic R factor ¼ 24.6% with good stereochemistry. The data collection and refinement statistics are reported in Table I .
Crystallographic snapshots of different DNA conformations
From the beginning of model building, it was clear that we had crystallized RB69 gp43 in complex with DNA in at least two different conformations. The four molecules in the asymmetric unit did not, however, appear to exist as a pair of open molecules and a pair of closed molecules. In fact, the differences among the molecules were large enough to preclude the use of noncrystallographic symmetry averaging during refinement. It was also clear that we had not captured any of the molecules in the previously observed closed polymerizing mode, as all of the finger domains were found in the open position seen in the apo (Wang et al, 1997) and editing forms (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) of the protein. The DNA, however, was found in the polymerase active site of two of the molecules (Pol1 and Pol2) and in the exonuclease active site of the third (Exo1). The DNA location in Pol1 ( Figure 1C ), Pol2 and Exo1 ( Figure 1D ) was confirmed by the overlay on the thymines of bromine peaks from anomalous 
where F o and F c are the observed and calculated structure factor amplitudes. R free was calculated with 10% of the reflections not used in refinement. f R iso ¼ P |F PH ÀF P |/ P |F P |, where F P is the observed structure factor amplitude for the reference data set (Se-peak (A)) and F PH is the observed structure factor amplitude for the heavy atom derivatives.
difference Fourier maps, as well as by calculating simulated annealing omit maps in the vicinity of the furan. The fourth molecule (Exo2) showed clear density for only part of the DNA duplex. This observation is consistent with the fact that the temperature factors for this molecule are substantially higher than those of the other three molecules in the asymmetric unit (Table I) .
DNA in the polymerase active site
Pol1 and Pol2 have DNA located within the polymerase active site but they differ in both DNA geometry and the relative positions of protein domains. In both molecules, the DNA is B-form throughout, similar to the ternary complex of RB69 DNA polymerase complexed with undamaged DNA (pol; Franklin et al, 2001) . In family A polymerases, in contrast, the DNA in the vicinity of the active site is A-form, which is characterized by a wider, shallower minor groove (Doublié et al, 1998; Li et al, 1998) . In Pol1 and Pol2, the primer terminates with the incorporated dAMP directly across from the furan and still in the active site, as the DNA has not translocated past the catalytic aspartates, D411, D621 and D623. In the previously reported ternary complex, two Ca 2 þ ions are ligated by D411, D623 and the triphosphate tail of the incoming nucleotide (Franklin et al, 2001 ). In our 2.8 Å resolution electron density map, no magnesium ions are seen in the vicinity of the catalytic aspartates or phosphate oxygens. This is not unexpected, considering that we have captured a binary complex. The geometry of the DNA in the active site is distorted and remarkably different from that seen in the ternary complex (see discussion below).
The interactions between the polymerase and furan-containing DNA are shown in Figure 2 . In Pol1, the furan moiety stacks against G568 of the P helix of the fingers domain. The two unpaired bases at the 5 0 end of the template are excluded from the active site via a sharp bend in the phosphate backbone ( Figure 3A) . F359 of the N-terminal domain packs against the base immediately 5 0 of the furan, while the 5 0 -terminal base stacks against I253 of a b-hairpin from the exonuclease domain. R260 of the same hairpin loop is 4 Å from the 5 0 OH group of the terminal residue, while K251 is 3.2 Å from the terminal nucleotide. The same b-hairpin has been implicated in the transition between exonuclease and polymerase active sites (see discussion below; Reha-Krantz et al, 1998). E219 is not part of the hairpin loop but comes in close contact with the terminal nucleobase of the template (Figures 2A and 3A) . The palm residues contact the sugar phosphate backbone of the DNA. The thumb domain contacts the DNA primer and template strands further away from the polymerase active site, primarily via interactions with the phosphate backbone (Figure 2A) .
The DNA in Pol2 globally superimposes on the DNA from Pol1 ( Figure 3B ) but it is further from the protein than the DNA in Pol1. The phosphate backbone in Pol2 has moved 4 Å further away from the catalytic aspartates and the disassociation from the protein extends further down the DNA helix. In particular, contacts with the phosphate oxygens one base pair upstream from the A:furan mismatch are present in Pol1, but are lost in Pol2. The furans in both molecules are superimposable, and the 5 0 template in Pol2 binds the b-hairpin loop in the same manner as Pol1 ( Figure 3B ).
The interactions between Exo1 and the lesion-containing DNA are shown in Figure 2B . The 3 0 end of the primer is bound in the exonuclease site. Very few of the interactions from the residues in the palm and thumb described for Pol1 in Figure 2A are retained in Exo1.
Comparison with the ternary polymerizing complex
A superposition of the DNA duplex in Pol1 with that of the closed ternary complex (Franklin et al, 2001 ) reveals some marked differences in the orientation of the bases near the active site ( Figure 3C ). The mispaired A:furan and the four base pairs adjacent to it are tilted and twist away from the corresponding base pair in the ternary complex, culminating in a 301 angle between the incorporated dAMP in Pol1 and the incoming dTTP in the ternary complex (Franklin et al, 2001) . The DNA in the polymerase active site has not translocated and is therefore stalled, precluding extension past the lesion and thereby providing a structural basis for the inability of the polymerase to extend beyond an abasic site (Reineks and Berdis, 2003) . We note that the DNA geometry in the active site does not, however, shed light on the polymerase's preferential incorporation of A over G opposite furan.
The template strand of Pol1 superimposes globally with that of the ternary complex, except for the unpaired bases at the 5 0 end of the template. As shown in Figure 3D , the angular difference between the unpaired template bases is about 461. While the primer strand is within the polymerase active site as seen in the ternary complex, the template strand takes on a conformation more akin to that seen in the template strand of the editing complex (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) , implying that the DNA seen in Pol1 and Pol2 is actually in a conformation that is intermediate between a bona fide pol and exo conformation. This observation also holds when the minor groove interactions are compared. Interactions between conserved polymerase residues and O2 and N3, the 'universal' hydrogen bond acceptors in the minor groove (Seeman et al, 1976) , have been posited to be part of a mechanism aimed at detecting mismatches (Doublié et al, 1998; Li et al, 1998; Franklin et al, 2001 ). In the event of a mispair, one of the bases projects into the major groove (Hunter et al, 1986) , Figure 3 Furan-containing DNA in the polymerase active site is distorted and differs significantly from normal DNA. (A) The polymerase active site of Pol1. The protein backbone is colored according to the different protein domains: palm (red), fingers (blue), exonuclease (cyan) and N-terminal (orange). The furan moiety is in green and the dAMP incorporated opposite the furan is marked with an asterisk. Gly258 is shown as a yellow circle and the red sphere is a modeled water molecule. (B) DNA from Pol2 (gray) is superimposed on the Pol1 model after alignment via their palm domains (residues 383-468 and 573-729). (C) Superposition of DNA from the ternary complex (red; Franklin et al, 2001) with Pol1 (black) shows marked differences in the DNA conformation. Note that the last base pair in the Pol1 binary complex superimposes with the ultimate base pair in the ternary complex, composed of the incoming dTTP (orange) and its template base, which implies that the DNA has not translocated in the Pol1 binary complex. (D) The DNA from (C) is rotated 901 toward the reader and with most protein residues removed from view for clarity. The trajectory of the 5 0 template DNA from Pol1 (black) differs from that seen in the ternary complex (red). As in (C), the furan moiety from Pol1 is shown in green and the incoming dTTP from the ternary complex model in orange.
thereby disrupting interactions with the polymerase, which can ultimately lead to the switch to the exonuclease binding site. In the ternary complex, K706 hydrogen bonds with O2 of the nucleobase 5 0 to the primer terminus and Y567 makes water-mediated contacts with O4 0 of the ribose of the template base in the penultimate base pair as well as with N3 of the template G of the terminal base pair ( Figure 4A ). These amino acids are highly conserved in the family B of polymerases, and mutations decrease the polymerase activity, probably because of the disruption of DNA binding (Blasco et al, 1995) . These minor groove contacts are maintained provided the geometry of the base pair is Watson-Crick (Seeman et al, 1976) . In Pol1, these contacts are lost ( Figure 4B ). The projection of the bases into the major groove in response to the A:furan mismatch disrupts these contacts, leaving the protein with no minor groove contacts immediately upstream from the mismatch. Interestingly in Pol2, the DNA moves even further away from the protein ( Figure 4C ). Although Pol1 and Pol2 clearly have DNA in the polymerase active site, the DNA conformation is a hybrid between pol and exo, implying that we have captured two different DNA conformations on the path to the exonuclease active site. Interactions between the thumb and exonuclease domains of Pol1 and Pol2 allow the DNA to remain in the polymerase active site, despite the loss of minor groove contacts. Such interactions are absent in Exo1 and Exo2, which allow the thumb domains to accommodate the switch to the exonuclease active site (see below).
DNA in the exonuclease active site
In addition to having two distinct protein complexes containing DNA in the polymerase active site, we have also captured a polymerase with DNA in the exonuclease active site. In this structure, the three bases at the 3 0 end of the primer, including the incorporated dAMP, have unwound from their template pairs and flipped up into the exonuclease active site ( Figure 5A ). The five unpaired bases at the 5 0 end of the template (including the furan) are disordered. Interestingly, the tip of the b-hairpin loop (residues 253-261), which forms a close association with the single-stranded template in Pol1 and Pol2, is disordered in Exo1 ( Figure 5B ) with no visible electron density (see discussion below).
The fourth molecule, Exo2, is considered to be in the editing mode based on overall conformational similarities with Exo1. Clear density exists for the 3 0 template overhang and six adjacent base pairs. As the DNA gets closer to the core of the polymerase, however, the quality of the electron density worsens, which precluded building DNA into either polymerase or exonuclease sites, suggesting that the DNA in this molecule is not tightly bound by the protein. This observation is consistent with the fact that there were no bromine peaks in difference Fourier maps for this molecule. The entire model for Exo2 suffered from poor density and refines with much higher B factors than the other three molecules. Nevertheless, it is clear that the overall structure of Exo2 is much more similar to Exo1 than to the polymerizing forms of Pol1 and Pol2.
Comparison with exo model
The exonuclease active site of Exo1 is globally similar to the previously reported editing model (exo) (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) and the exonuclease fragment of T4 gp43 (Wang et al, 1996) . There are three bases of single-stranded DNA of the primer strand in the exonuclease active site, which is consistent with the observation that two to three bases of DNA need to be melted for exonuclease activity (Cowart et al, 1989; Reddy et al, 1992) . There are, however, two key differences between Exo1 and exo. Superposition of the two models via their exonuclease domains shows similar positioning of the primer terminus within the hydrophobic pocket of the exonuclease active site ( Figure 5A ). The duplex DNA, however, does not take the same path out of the molecule. The duplex DNA in the exo model (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) continues on a straight line out of the molecule, whereas an angular difference of 231 is measured when compared to the trajectory of the DNA in the Exo1 model ( Figure 5B ). In the exo model (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) three base pairs are denatured as the primer 3 0 end enters the exonuclease active site and Arg260 of the aforementioned b-hairpin stacks against the terminal template base ( Figure 5C ). Interestingly, in the exo model, the terminal template base forms a G-G base pair with the third primer base, while the adjacent template base, C, bulges out of the duplex. In contrast, the primer in Exo1 has separated from the template by four base pairs and as a result, the single-stranded template DNA is disordered.
Concerted polymerase domain movements between polymerase and exonuclease modes
In order to produce an active complex, DNA polymerases have been posited to undergo coupled conformational changes (Johnson, 1993; Kunkel and Bebenek, 2000; Beard and Wilson, 2003) . In the unliganded form, the protein assumes an open conformation with the thumb and finger domains angled away from the palm of the polymerase. Binding of duplex DNA and the correct nucleotide leads to the rotation of the fingers domain toward the palm, accompanied by a rotation of the thumb domain toward the DNA duplex. These structural changes have been observed previously in DNA polymerases across several families (Doublié et al, 1999) . The switch into the editing mode in RB69 gp43 requires opening of the fingers and rotation of the thumb away from the palm (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) . The RB69 gp43 structures complexed to DNA reported previously were obtained with undamaged, normally paired DNA (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999; Franklin et al, 2001) . The use of an abasic site analog to create a mismatch has allowed us to capture for the first time, in a single crystal, what we believe to be four distinct protein conformational states between the polymerizing and editing modes of RB69 DNA polymerase.
Alignment of the known ternary (Franklin et al, 2001 ) and editing (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) complexes and all four molecules in our structure along their palm domains (residues 383-468 and 573-729) revealed significant conformational changes, as shown in the r.m.s. distances calculated for (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) top sequence, and Exo1, bottom sequence. In the exo model, the Arg260 in the b-hairpin loop stacks against the template strand, which forms a G-G base pair and a bulged, unpaired C. In contrast, the tip of the b-hairpin loop is disordered in Exo1, and so is the single-stranded template (gray). each domain ( Figure 6A ). Switching from the ternary complex to Pol1 involves a 361 rotation of the fingers domain from the closed to open conformation ( Figure 6B ). The bhairpin rotates by 281 downward toward the palm to bind the template DNA, while the entire exonuclease domain moves by an average of 3 Å . The fingers rotation is the largest difference in the distance matrix (17 Å ), followed by differences in the thumb domain ( Figure 6A ). The thumb can be divided into two subdomains, the base that connects to the palm and the tip that associates with the phosphodiester backbone and minor groove of the DNA duplex ( Figure 6C ). As the protein switches the primer into the exonuclease domain, the thumb tip rotates up and away from the palm by 7-11 Å , as seen in Exo1. The contacts to the DNA duplex still visible in Exo1 and Exo2 are in identical positions in Pol1, indicating that the DNA need not translocate in order to switch from the polymerase to the exonuclease active sites (Figures 2B and 6C) . A comparison with the previously reported editing model shows that the thumb in Exo1 is opened even further than previously reported. A concerted motion of the exonuclease and thumb domains is observed as the primer DNA is switched from the polymerizing to editing mode ( Figure 6D ).
Polymerase to exonuclease active site switch During polymerization, the primer DNA is elongated at a rate of several hundred bases per second in processive polymerases (Carroll and Benkovic, 1990; Johnson, 1993) . Elongation of a mismatched primer terminus, on the other hand, is extremely slow (reviewed by Goodman et al, 1993) , which gives the polymerase the opportunity to switch the primer 3 0 end from the polymerase to the exonuclease active site, a reaction that is normally substantially slower than polymerization, with an apparent rate of 4 s À1 (Capson et al, The thumb domains from Pol1 (yellow) and Exo1 (cyan) contact template (beige) and primer (gray) DNA. The beige dots illustrate that the template DNA in Exo1 has no visible density once it unwinds from the primer. Most of the contacts between the thumb and the DNA are maintained between the polymerizing and editing modes, suggesting that the DNA has not translocated during the switch from the polymerase to exonuclease active sites. The bottom set of images have been oriented to look down the DNA helical axis to show the increased opening of the thumb tip in the Exo1 model. (D) Coordinated motion of the thumb and exonuclease domains. All molecules have been aligned via the palm domain (residues 383-468 and 573-729). A loop from the exonuclease domain (residues 120-129) and a portion of helix W from the thumb domain (residues 809-815) are shown. Movement of these domains to the left represents a more open conformation as described for the apo and exo models, and movement to the right represents a closed conformation as described for the ternary complex. A coordination between exonuclease and thumb movements exists, such that as the thumb relaxes its grip the exonuclease domain shifts closer to the thumb.
1992; Marquez and Reha-Krantz, 1996) . The distance between the two catalytic centers in polymerases of the A and B families is similar, about 30-40 Å , but their exonuclease domains lie on opposite sides of the palm domains (Wang et al, 1997) , suggesting that the mechanisms they employ for active site switching might differ. When we compared the 5 0 end of the DNA template in our Pol1 and Pol2 structures to that of the ternary complex, we found that the tip of the b-hairpin loop (residues 253-261) contacts the single-stranded template in Pol1 and Pol2 (Figure 3) , an interaction not seen in the ternary complex (Franklin et al, 2001) . The b-hairpin residues 250-260 have previously been shown to disrupt DNA base pairing in order to allow the single-stranded primer to enter the exonuclease site. Arg260 in particular disrupts Watson-Crick base pairing by stacking against the paired 5 0 end of the template strand ( Figure 5C ) (Wang et al, 1996; Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) . In our Exo1 model, on the other hand, the tip of the loop is disordered, indicating movement ( Figures 5B and C) . The close contact of the hairpin residues to the single-stranded template in Pol1 and Pol2, but not in the ternary complex, taken together with the observation that the loop is disordered in our Exo1 model, suggests that this loop accompanies DNA during the switch from the polymerase to the exonuclease active site. This is consistent with a proposed proofreading pathway in which b-hairpin residues 250-260 play a part in strand separation and transfer of the primer strand from the polymerase active site to form a pre-exonuclease complex . In particular, mutating G255 in T4 gp43 (G258 in RB69; Figure 3 ) to serine has been shown to decrease the rate of movement of the primer terminus from the polymerase to the exonuclease active site by about 10-fold (Marquez and Reha-Krantz, 1996; Baker and Reha-Krantz, 1998) . Taken together, these results suggest that the different hairpin conformations captured in our crystal are therefore likely to be found on the active site switching pathway.
Conclusions
The unique ability to compare four different protein-DNA complexes to the previously reported ternary (Franklin et al, 2001) and editing (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999 ) models, combined with a wealth of biochemical and mutational data, indicates that we may have captured snapshots of a DNA molecule on the path between the polymerase to the exonuclease active sites. In addition, the distortion in the DNA in the vicinity of the furan and the fact that it has not translocated readily explains why this DNA polymerase does not extend past this lesion.
Materials and methods
Deoxyadenosine triphosphate (100 mM solution) was purchased from Amersham Biosciences, PEG 2000 monomethylether from Hampton Research, and all other chemicals from Fisher or Sigma. Oligonucleotide primer (5 0 -GCGGCTGTCATAAG-3 0 ) and template 5 0 -CGFCTTATGACAGCCGC-3 0 , F ¼ tetrahydrofuran) were synthesized by Oligos Etc. and gel purified. The underlined thymines were replaced with 5-bromo-uracil in the crystals grown with brominated DNA. The template has an unpaired 3 0 guanine overhang, which was previously found to be essential for growing well-diffracting crystals (Franklin et al, 2001 ).
Protein purification
Plasmid expressing exonuclease-deficient RB69 DNA polymerase (D222A, D327A) was obtained from Dr SW Morrical (University of Vermont), originally from Dr JD Karam (Tulane University). RB69 gp43 exo À was expressed in BL21(DE3) cells and grown for 4 h after induction at 371C in LB medium. The protein was purified using a three-column procedure: DEAE, phosphocellulose and DNA cellulose. Frozen cells were lysed by sonication. After centrifugation, the lysate supernatant was dialyzed and loaded onto a DE52 column (Whatman) and eluted with a 20-200 mM NaCl gradient in 20 mM Tris pH 7.5. Pooled fractions were dialyzed into low-salt phosphocellulose buffer (10% glycerol, 1 mM EDTA, 2-10 mM b-mercaptoethanol, 10 mM KCl and 20 mM potassium phosphate pH 6.0), loaded on a phosphocellulose column and eluted with 10-500 mM KCl, in 20 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 6.0. Fractions containing protein were dialyzed and loaded on a DNA cellulose column (Sigma) using the same buffers as for the phosphocellulose column. Fractions were pooled and dialyzed into 10 mM HEPES (pH 7.5), 50 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. The selenomethionyl protein was produced by inhibiting methionine biosynthesis in Escherichia coli (Doublié, 1997 ) and purified as above.
Primer extension
Fluorescently labeled primer/template DNA was mixed in a buffer containing the same reagents as the crystallization buffer minus magnesium along with 2 mM dNTP. Enzyme (10 nM) was added to the DNA/buffer and mixed for 20 s. Magnesium acetate (10 nM) was added to start the reaction, which was then stopped by quenching in a solution of 95% formamide and 10 nM EDTA after incubation for 5 min at 251C. Primer extension in grown crystals was observed by radio-labeling the DNA from dissolved crystals. The washed crystals were dissolved in polynucleotide kinase reaction buffer and heated to 901C.
32 P dATP and polynucleotide kinase were added to the mixture and allowed to react for 30 min at 371C. All oligonucleotides were separated on 16% polyacrylamide gels and were imaged on a Bio-Rad Fx imager system.
Crystallization
The polymerase was mixed in an equimolar ratio with DNA and 2 mM dATP. Hanging drops were made by mixing 1 ml of the reaction mix with 1 ml of reservoir solution (8% w/v PEG 2000 monomethyl ether, 100 mM MgSO 4 , 100 mM sodium acetate, 100 mM HEPES pH 7.0, 2 mM b-mercaptoethanol and 15% glycerol) and were equilibrated against 1 ml of reservoir solution. The crystallization conditions were found using an incomplete factorial (Carter and Carter, 1979) , as the reported conditions (Franklin et al, 2001) 
Data collection
The availability of models of RB69 gp43 in the apo form (Wang et al, 1997) as well as with DNA in both the polymerizing (Franklin et al, 2001 ) and editing modes (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) suggested that molecular replacement might be the fastest way to attain phase information. Initial results proved fruitless as no program could provide a solution that packed four molecules properly in the asymmetric unit. To obtain phases, then, we set out to perform MAD and SAD experiments from a variety of heavy atom derivatives. X-ray data were collected at 100 K on a Brandeis B1.3 CCD detector at the X-12C beamline of the National Synchrotron Light Source (Upton, NY). Two complete selenomethionyl MAD data sets were collected at the inflection, peak and high-energy remote wavelengths from two separate crystals to a resolution of 2.8 Å . Data were also collected at the peak wavelength for the mercury (ethyl mercury phosphate)-and platinum (K 2 PtCl 4 )-soaked crystals, and a crystal grown with brominated DNA. The data sets were processed and scaled using Denzo and Scalepack (Otwinowski and Minor, 1997) . Data collection statistics are summarized in Table I .
Structure determination and refinement
Unless indicated otherwise, all of the structure determination and refinement steps were performed using CNS (Brü nger et al, 1998) .
Initial attempts to locate the selenium atoms from the MAD data were unsuccessful, but a molecular replacement solution was eventually found using the program BEAST (Read, 2001) as implemented in CCP4i (Potterton et al, 2003) . This program allowed the use of both the closed (PDB 1IG9; Franklin et al, 2001 ) and open (PDB 1CLQ; Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) forms of the enzyme. Alternating between the two search models stripped of all nonprotein atoms led to a solution for three of the expected four molecules in the asymmetric unit.
Phasing with the three molecules followed by density modification resulted in a map with clear solvent boundary around the four molecules, and evidence of secondary structure elements, but the overall quality was not high enough for model building. The molecular replacement phases, however, were used to calculate anomalous difference Fourier maps for each of the heavy atom derivatives, which produced clear peaks for four mercury, four platinum, 14 of the expected 20 bromines and 85 of the expected 100 selenium atoms in the asymmetric unit. Refinement and phasing with the known selenium atoms followed by density modification produced a map showing interpretable density for most residues as well as for the DNA in three of the four molecules. The highest quality map was produced by combining all the MAD and SAD phase sets prior to density modification.
The model was built using the program O (Jones et al, 1991) . A set of 20 models was generated by simulated annealing, from which residues that best fit the experimental density map were selected and spliced together by the program Maxenstein (MA Rould, personal communication). Iterative rounds of simulated annealing in CNS (Brü nger et al, 1998) and model building were performed and the free R factor was monitored at each step. Refinement statistics are found in Table I . The quality of the protein models was assessed with Procheck (Laskowski et al, 1993) . The only aminoacid residue in the disallowed region of the Ramachandran plot in molecules Pol1 and Pol2 is T622. This residue lies between the two catalytic aspartates (D621 and D623) in the polymerase active site, and its geometry is similarly distorted in the ternary complex (Franklin et al, 2001) . All outliers in Exo1 and Exo2 are away from the active sites of the polymerase. Although the B factors for DNA are high, they are similar to those previously reported for liganded RB69 gp43: /BS ¼ 57.6 Å 2 for pol (Franklin et al, 2001 ) and 98.6 Å 2 for exo (Shamoo and Steitz, 1999) . We note that these values are significantly higher than the average B factors reported for wellresolved structures of polymerase/DNA complexes: B23 Å 2 for T7 DNA polymerase (Doublié et al, 1998) and 30-45 Å 2 for a thermostable Bacillus DNA polymerase (Johnson et al, 2003) . Coordinates and experimental diffraction amplitudes have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank with accession number 1RV2 and will be available immediately upon publication.
Illustrations
All figures, except Figure 2 , were generated with PyMol (DeLano, 2002) .
